COHORT 2021-B
LOOKBOOK

Atlanta 2021-B

ALTHEA ALVARANGA, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
ANCHOR SOUTHERN REALTY: A boutique real
estate firm, committed to improving lives through
home ownership and striving to solve is to increase
the knowledge of increased income and wealth
building through real estate investing.
Althea Alvaranga serves the community by finding
homes they would enjoy. She is also involved with
the non profit- St Andrew Old Girls - Georgia, and a
female investment group.

ARNICE MERCER, ARMY
WAYMAKER EVENTS & DESIGNS: Specializes in the
creating exceptional memorable experiences for
private and corporate clients, we design, plan and
manage every project from conception to execution.
Arnice Mercer has spent the last year studying
Entertainment and Event production management,
venue design, marketing and branding.

ARTRELL DAVIS, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
TITAN 4 TRUCKING & TRANSPORT: A logistics and
transportation company that not only specializes in
finding government contracts, but also hiring
transitioning veterans looking to get into the
trucking industry.

DON LONG, AIR FORCE
LONG INSIGHTS, LLC: Operational consulting with
services that include organizational redevelopment,
documentation of processes and procedures, and
veteran integration coaching.

Artrell Davis started a trucking company to bridge
the gap for veterans looking to transition into the
trucking industry. The company is tailored to be a
veteran-owned and veteran-operated company.

In 2005, Don Long began working for a series of
manufacturing and healthcare companies, learning
a variety of operational roles throughout those
organizations. From this, he would leverage that
experience to start his own consulting practice,
LONG INSIGHTS, LLC.

KATHLEEN FORD, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
SCDATACOM: Security Integrator - design, install
and service security solutions (Video Surveillance,
Access Control, structured cabling solutions) for
commercial and federal customers.
Kathleen Ford joined forces with her daughter and
launched scDataCom, a Savannah-based Security
Integration company. She is now focused on scaling
the business to capture market share in the local
commercial sector and to grow federal performance
across the U.S.

PAUL WERTZ, NAVY

SHAREE ASHFORD, ARMY

SIMONE HARVIN, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

TAVARES CHESTNUT, AIR FORCE

ZACK KNIGHT, ARMY

SHERPAWERX, LLC: Using IoT, 5G, Smart City,
Cybersecurity to solve problems and make things
better.

MOSQUITO SQUAD OF EAST ATLANTA:
Residential and Commercial Pest Control.

SC CREATIVE GROUP LLC: Our mission is to build a
digital, global community of black women
entrepreneurs to facilitate business development
education, mentorship, peer learning and a safe
space to authentically connect with other women.

CHESTNUT ELECTRICAL: The Chestnut Electrical
provides installation, repair and maintenance of
electrical power, wiring and related systems in
buildings across the construction market.

KNIGHTLY PRODUCTIONS: We are a content
multi-purposing firm that specializes in
creating tactical video content.

Paul Wertz's focus is on digital transformation as the
IT/OT (information technology / operations
technology) worlds blend together to form an
exciting new reality.

Sharee is active in the Army and holds a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Biology, as well as a Master of
Public Health. Gaining knowledge and professional
skills in the military and during other community
outreach activities has aided and given Sharee the
confidence to pursue other avenues of business
ownership.

Simone has launched a successful ecommerce
lifestyle brand, inspiration podcast and is currently
on a mission to create a digital community for black
women entrepreneurs.

Tavares Chestnut has decided to take the plunge
and take his career as an electrician to the next level
and become a contractor. He is currently working
full time with MARTA while putting his team
together.

.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Zack Knight volunteers his time as a Business
Director for College Aurore, a K-12 school in
Haiti. He is launching Soutab Co. in the
summer of 2021 in Philadelphia to share the
Haitian culture through food delivery.

AUSTIN 2021-B

ADAM LERNER, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

ADRIANNE COWARD, ARMY

CHARMELLA DANIELS, ARMY

CHASE HOBBY, NAVY

JOANA LINARES, MILITARY SPOUSE

CLEARCUT HEALTH: A social networking database of
local healthcare providers' information aimed at
enhancing transparency and affordability of quality
care for self-pay individuals.

MONARCH PATIENT ADVOCATES, LLC: Helps clients
navigate the healthcare system to get their medical
needs meet by providing them resources.

BATES & BOYS TRUCKING LLC: Helps companies
who need small but heavy loads moved quickly. The
company is capable of quick and effective
movement of small freight across the nation. We
give the pickup a whole new meaning.

VRB LABS: A CBD brand for the modern wellness
consumer. VRB Labs is purpose-built to deliver the
most approachable and highest quality products via
a compelling brand.

ENUMERISTA LLC: Offers guidance and training to
those who want to handle their own day-to-day
bookkeeping but want to know somebody is there to
help when they need it.

After 10 years as a Naval Flight Officer, Chase got his
MBA from Wharton where he met his co-founder
and launched VRB. They are currently in the start-up
phase and poised for rapid growth.

Recognizing the need for small business owners and
startups to gain confidence in their finances, Joana
launched Enumerista.

Adam Lerner's extensive experience as an RN in a
variety of medical settings led him to start ClearCut
Health in 2021, to aid his community by bridging the
gap between the uninsured or underinsured and the
cost of healthcare. He lives in Austin, Texas.

Adrianne Coward will be retiring from the
Department of Defense after 22 years of service
working as a registered nurse. She is currently
working as a RN Patient Advocate at Monarch
Patient Advocates as the CEO. Her goal is to
successfully grow her business nationwide.

LUKAS SIMIANER, ARMY

MARIA BROWN-SPENCE, ARMY

OLEG FARDANOV, ARMY

TERESA GUERIN, AIR FORCE, MILITARY SPOUSE

CLUSIVE, INC: Using IoT, 5G, Smart City,
Cybersecurity to solve problems and make things
better.

HEARTS 2 HEAL: Hearts2Heal is on a mission to
promote grief education, exploration, and
expression in both practical and creative ways; for
people of color and the military community.

ISMELL LLC: A protective phone case with a distinct
smell. Made from eco friendly, non-toxic materials.

THE PRODUCE SQUAD: The Produce Squad
conveniently delivers fresh produce to the
doorsteps of its neighbors. The Produce Squad aims
to provide meaningful work by reducing barriers to
employment often faced in the military community.

Lukas Simianer is an experienced leader, software
engineer, and digital accessibility advocate. Lukas's
experience has given him the skill to lead RavensEye
in its mission.

Maria Brown-Spece is a Service Army and
Experienced Public Relations and Marketing
Professional. She has a B.S. in Advertising/ Public
Relations from Texas Wesleyan University full time.

Charmella became a public notary and then on to
being a loan signing agent. She is now starting her
new company, BIIN, where she intends to unite her
community by educating.

Oleg has been in the US Army, has an MBA, 2
successful service businesses (both sold), and is now
full time on iSmell project.

Teresa Guerin created a fresh produce delivery
service in 2020, in the midst of a pandemic. Eleven
months later, The Produce Squad is ready to scale
its operations into the larger San Antonio area.

.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

boston 2021-B

DAVID HUGHES, NAVY

JOHN TAPLETT, NAVY,

LISETH VELEZ, AIR FORCE

MICHAEL KERWIN, ARMY

NICHOLAS PASQUANTONIO, MARINE CORPS

RAVEN FLY, INC. DBA MANYME.COM:
ManyMe.com is an email forwarding service that
provides consumers with greater privacy, stronger
security and unmatched control of their inbox.

DATA DRIVEN ENERGY: AI driven energy company,
designed to bring a tech approach to a heavy industry
that is falling behind. We are creating the first AI
powered upstream energy company formed around a
database, AI models, and built outward from there.

L.J.V. DEVELOPMENT, LLC: LJV Development
provides construction services solutions for State,
Federal, Medical, and Commercial markets. We
specialize in General Contracting and Construction
Management.

PASQUANTONIO SOLUTIONS, LLC: PS, LLC is a soft
goods prototype and design firm, specializing in
wearables and medical devices.

John Taplett has experience in consulting, finance and
organizational management. He serves on the Board
of Directors of New Harvest, a non-profit research
institute dedicated to advancing cell-cultured meat
technologies.

Liseth J. Velez is building an immigrants dream one
project at a time. Her life story is as empowering and
inspiring as the structures she builds.

YOUV SUNSCREEN: YouV creates sunscreen
products that not only protects users from UVA and
UVB rays, but also helps remind them to apply and
reapply sunscreen. YouV's black light technology
helps users see where they may have missed a spot
and can apply sunscreen accordingly while indoors
or in the shade.

David Hughes started ManyMe.com to address the
glaring need for better cybersecurity and privacy
tools for individuals in their personal lives.

NICOLE OBRIEN, MILITARY SPOUSE
UNIQUE PL8Z: Unique Pl8z creates art and home
accessories that are as unique as the military
veterans that make them. They are on a mission to
help repurpose the lives of military veterans and
their families.
Nicole OBrien took her business from a part time
hobby to shipping worldwide and providing products
to gift boutiques all over the country, she currently
employs military veterans and supports military
spouse owned businesses nationwide.

Michael served five years in the Army, while working
on a start-up sunscreen company YouV during his
nights and weekends. In Spring 2021, Michael
launched YouV sunscreen as the CEO and Founder.

STEVEN STENTIFORD, MARINE CORPS
MARY PALMER, LLC: Mary Palmer is an award
winning CBD company. We are proud to be 50%
veteran owned & 50% woman owned business. We
offer safe effective lab tested CBD products that
consumers can trust.
Steven Stentiford has strong entrepreneurship
professional with an Associate's degree focused in
Business Administration and Management, General
from Quincy College.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Nicholas Pasquantonio has a comprehensive
background in strategic planning, security
operations, project management, risk assessment,
and leadership.

charlotte 2021-B

ALEXANDER HOLMES, NAVY

CHARLES KEARSE, ARMY

KEITH OVERTON, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

LIZZ BAXTER, ARMY

STACKGOOD: Pre-launch tech company targeting the
"stack" in digital life. This includes social, professional,
and financial interactions. The target is to bring
freedom and prosperity to the public square.

URBAN IMPACT INDUSTRIES: We are a business
development firm that helps to diminish the wealth
gap in urban communities. We train and coach urban
entrepreneurs to take control of the destinies by
turning community problems into business
opportunities.

OVERTON'S GRADING, LLC: A Premier Site
Preparation & Land Clearing Contractor.

BAXTER HOMES, LTD: We make real estate offers
simple.
Lizz Baxter serves as a professional guide through
the home buying or selling process. As a
knowledgeable expert I help clients prepare the best
deal and avoid delays or costly mistakes.

Charles Kearse began planting churches in urban
communities with a vision of transforming urban
communities along the eastern sea board.

Keith Overton has learned from his parents and
grandparents, along with his military background
and has been able to pass these values onto to his
own family. Overton's Grading was started because
they are passionate about land management and
taking particular care when preparing a site.
business.

SRIKANTH KODEBOYINA, ARMY

WENDI WRAY, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE

BLUE EYE SOFT CORP: Blue Eye Soft is an Advanced
data analytics company that focuses on privacy
protection, fusion of data so that customers can get
near real time insights with out exposing data
sources even to the developer thus ensures right
Data Strategy, security & Management.

WENDI WRAY COACHING: Wendi Wray Coaching
LLC provides coaching and professional
development services to active service members,
spouses, and veterans focusing on a desired goals
and outcomes.

After serving in the Naval Special Operations
community, Austin Holmes helped his now wife,
Heather DeSantis, grow a company from 12k a month
to 149k in just under two years. He is now pursuing
making the world a better place, which has really
been the goal the whole time.

ROSA-LA BROWN, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
CONCRETE & ROSE ENTERPRISES: We are a notary
service that offers mobile 24 hour/7 days a week
services to customers so that they can receive notary
services at any time.
Following over twenty years in the Army, Rosa-La
Pastora Brown is now looking forward to opening a
notary business and then a bar/eatery in
Charlotte, NC.

Srikanth Kodeboyina endeavors to build a futurefocused organization with a highly competent and
energetic team of young graduates.

Wendi Wray's mission is to help veterans, active
military service members battle mental exhaustion
and anxiety through mindset and emotional
coaching for long-term well-being.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

ROBYN GRABLE, NAVY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
VETERANS ASCEND, LLC: Veterans ASCEND, is an
intentional hiring model using AI technology to align
talent across businesses and organizations matched
on skills, location and salary requirements.
Robyn Grable's unwavering commitment to veteran
employment is well-served by her corporate and
military experience, including more than 30 years of
private sector human resources after nine years of
service in the U.S. Navy.

chicago 2021-B

DEVON WILLIAMS, ARMY

ELIZABETH TOEPFER, MILITARY SPOUSE

ERIC BRONNER, NAVY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

GERRY SAPIENZA, ARMY

KARIA COLEMAN, ARMY

NOVED CONCEPTS LLC: An umbrella company that
will bring unique conceptual ideas to many avenues
of different businesses. These businesses still include
ecommerce, graphic design, eco friendly buisness, etc.

LIZZIE BOBS SWEETS FROM SCRATCH LLC: Lizzie
Bobs Sweets From Scratch LLC is a made from scratch
bakery. We want to increase our marketing presence
in the community and online.

VETERANS FOR POLITICAL INNOVATION: VPI is a
cross-partisan, not-for-profit organization
committed to mobilizing veterans to continue their
national service by advocating for targeted electoral
reforms across the United States.

TTARI HEALTH LLC: TTari Health LLC provide
Exercise Interventions for individuals and
organizations who seek solutions for chronic
conditions such as cancer, diabetes, etc.

Devon Williams has developed a series of seminars
that provides tools to help teens achieve success.
She also coached parents on these tools so that they
could reinforce these lessons at home and foster a
stronger and trusting relationship with their teens.

Elizabeth Toepfer is a Christian, Baker, Entrepreneur,
College Graduate, Proud Military Spouse, and Mother.
She has completed Catering courses, Wilton classes,
Online Culinary and Cake Designs classes, Private
Instruction from a Pastry Chef, and never stops
learning new techniques or developing new recipes.

Eric Bronner is pursuing his calling and deep passion
- systematic democracy reforms; a champion for any
political innovation that fosters a more competitive,
better functioning democracy.

OPERA BIOSCIENCE: Opera Bioscience allows
scientists in the biological science to accelerate their
research and apply their discoveries cheaper by
providing a novel protein expressions system that
allows them to grow and harvest proteins up to
seven times faster and spend up to 70% less in
materials than current protein production systems.

LINDSAY KOUGH, NAVY

CLAUDIA BECERRIL CLAS, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE

TOM FRANTZ, ARMY

CHEVALIER TRIDENT, LLC: Chevalier Trident brings
innovative products and services to the US
Government (USG), State Agencies, Municipalities,
and the private sector.

CLASS CAPITAL INVESTING: Focusing on providing
good rental opportunities to the hispanic community
as a conscientious landlord.

THOMAS E FRANTZ STATE FARM LLC DBA
VETERANSGETPAID: A marketing and consulting
firm that strives to help Veterans sustain or improve
their income and their quality of life through work
from home and self-employment opportunities.

Lindsay Kough's goal is to serve God, country, and
family by inspiring and empowering others to
achieve their greatest potential living out their own
why.

After seven years in the Army, Claudia Becerril-Clas
decided to focus on real estate investing. She
launched Class Capital Investing in 2021. She is
scaling her company from improving one property
to multiple properties in the Hispanic community.

Gerry Sapienza is passionate about impacting
people's lives and exploring the possibilities that
software and technology can create.

Tom Frantz is currently employed by the state of
Iowa as a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. Tom
is hoping to scale his business to help improve the
lives of veterans across the globe.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Karia has clinical training and practical application in
personal fitness improvement, human anatomy &
physiology, human bioenergetics (metabolism),
physiology and biochemistry of muscle contractions
and the use of exercise as a preventative and
corrective measure for chronic conditions.

columbus 2021-B

AARON CULP, MARINE CORPS

DOUG GOUTY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

JOHN WILSON, ARMY

JULIEN LEWIS, AIR FORCE

LYNDSEY ANTANITIS, AIR FORCE

ONTHEWAY LLC: OTW is a patent-pending mobile
phone application utilizing QR codes to help generate
VENUE specific wait-times!

BIZCOMMANDERS: We are a group practice for
coaches and advisors. We help coaches and advisors
better serve their clients, with less hassle, while
improving profitability. What if you were 20% better?

JW PET PRODUCTS LLC: Hazards with common dog
tie outs

IT CYBERARMOR: A cybersecurity founded to do
security the right way. Built with digital forensics in
mind and tested with cyber warfare expertise. Our
Team provides the full security stack from EDR to
Virtual CISO.

ECODIPLOMAT: Strives to provide safe, quality
organic skincare products while striving to
implement circular economy business practices.
EcoDiplomat supports organic and regenerative
agriculture, practices carbon-neutral shipping, uses
packaging can be composted or recycled and gives
2% of sales to nonprofits.

Aaron Culp served four years in the Marine Corps
Infantry before transitioning into a tech role at
Abercrombie & Fitch. He launched OnTheWay in 2021
and is now shifting efforts to bring OTW to the app
market by summer 2021!

Doug is a serial entrepreneur. He is an advocate for
startups, business agility, and a speaker. After leading
a project to build a movie soundstage complex in
Central Ohio, which is on hiatus due to Covid. He is
now leading a project to help coaches and advisors to
better support their clients.

STEVEN CLOSS, AIR FORCE

TORIKA THOMPSON, AIR FORCE

INSPIRED HEATING AND COOLING, LLC: We are
licensed in heating and cooling, electric, roofing
and repairs.

INERGY ADVISORS LLC: Our goal is to help
businesses gain a solid financial foundation to scale
and increase profitability. Our CFO services allows
businesses to proactively plan for the future and
objectively evaluate the performance of their
business.

Steven Closs is an energetic and knowledgable
professional. Customer service and helping his
clients achieve their goals is priority one.

Torika is a seasoned finance and tax professional
that has a passion for helping business owners and
individuals identify and secure resources to enhance
their overall financial health.

After several tours as a Naval Intelligence Officer,
John attended graduate school at ChicagoBooth.
Post business school he worked as an M&A banker
for a number of years before joining an AI tech start
up as employee #2, which he left to found Data
Driven Energy (DDE) a short time ago.

Julien currently works at Altair Engineering helping
large financial organizations with data problems; he
has also started Enzle Analytics in order to help
realtors understand what the market is doing.

ANDREW GOEHRING, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
RUCK RUNNERS, LLC: We customize Ranger Panties
(Silkies) with your choice of patches, badges, tabs, or
stretch vinyl decals.
Andy served as an Army Infantry Officer for eight
years prior to entering the private sector, where he
led manufacturing and consulting teams for eight
more years before launching Ruck Runners with his
family during a global pandemic. At Ruck Runners,
his mission is to inspire the world to reveal more (by
wearing less).

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Lyndsey Antanitis has a passion for helping people
and the environment which has been a constant
driving force in her life.

Dallas 2021-B

DYLAN JONES, AIR FORCE

ERAN HARRILL, ARMY

HEATH JORDAN, AIR FORCE

ANIMAL CLOUD DEVICE CONNECTIVITY INC: We are
a technology company that provides cloud-based
software to police officers and vets regarding the
health of their working animals. We increase the
speed of information sharing, and improve efficiency
in existing operational systems.

3H CORPS: 3H provides to veteran owned businesses
and the greater military community by providing a
unique veteran business only directory. 3H also
provides a quality connections job board and
employer review site, giving veterans a new powerful
voice in the accountability of the employer treatment
of America's heroes.

TEND AND TEMPLE, LLC: Blending naturallyderived, plant-based extracts with the latest and
scientifically advanced skin treatment formulations,
Tend and Temple puts effective, safe, and simple
skincare within reach for all.

After 8 years in the Air Force, Dylan started Animal
Cloud Device Connectivity. Dylan graduated cum
laude in December 2020 and now works full time
growing Animal Cloud.

Experienced Business Executive with a proven dynamic
leadership style who believes in equity, community
engagement and the value of human capital.

Heath is working to change the narrative on how
people buy and use skincare. He launched Tend and
Temple, a startup that will work with skincare
professionals to develop solutions that treat
imperfections and restore confidence.

MASAKO MAI, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

MUDASSAR SAYEED, AIR FORCE

LEWIS RODERICK, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

MASAKO MAI TRAINING, LLC: We are a wellness
company for women aiming to reduce symptoms of
depression, decrease stress, and improve emotional
control. Help identify roadblocks that stop a person
from achieving their full potential. Develop new
skills, inspire, and drive clients to their successes.

PROXII: A B2B trading platform, connecting
manufacturers, and wholesalers with buyers. Proxii
has the ability to connect hyperlocal products and
global manufacturers. We help build trust between
buyers and sellers, we vet both sides.

TWL, LLC: The world's first auto-retracting pacifier
holder. A pacifier holder that would not fall to the
floor when dropped, and return to the pacifier
holder.

Masako Mai is a Mindfulness Performance Coach
reaching and assisting women in ending stress and
burnout by motivating, empowering, nurturing,
teaching, optimizing, and reinforcing.

Mudassar Sayeed works on various projects from
retail, shipping, logistics, e-commerce, travel,
healthcare, financial, and insurance industries.

JENNIFER (JENA) APGAR, AIR FORCE, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER

MAKIN HAMZAH, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER

LEADFLOW365: LeadFlow365 finds, researches, and
closes leads for B2B businesses leveraging the
Facebook and Google APIs to streamline the
process. Your manual sales pipeline that used to
take weeks can now be completed in 1 hour with
semi-automation.

A.I.C PUBLICATIONS: Publishes physical and digital
media designed for the underserved African
American educational services and literary
marketplace. The company offers solutions to
community issues through creative, engaging
methods.

Jennifer Apgar has an intense passion for growing
businesses. She coaches and speaks but her heart
lies in implementation.

Makin Hamzah uses his leadership gained from
experience of the past fifteen years working in
multiple industries as an Electrical Engineer.

Lewis Roderick served in the U.S. Navy for 20 years
as a Hospital Corpsman and retired in 2014. He
currently work for the Department of Veteran's
Affairs in Texas.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Denver 2021-B

ANITA JOSHI, MILITARY SPOUSE

JESSICA NETZEL, AIR FORCE

JOHN LASHBROOK, MARINE CORPS

RACHEL WILLIS, ARMY

SARAH BOYD, MILITARY SPOUSE

CHAI FIVE ORGANICS: Chai Five Organics is a health &
wellness brand dedicated to helping you upgrade your
daily rituals with better-for-you coffee alternatives and
latte blends. Our signature blend is our chai superlatte,
consciously crafted with clean ingredients & ancient
superfoods to enhance mood, mind, & energy.

NETZEL FARMS: Netzel Farms is an organic practice,
urban, bio-intensive vegetable, fruit, and herb farm.
Netzel Farms desires to start selling medicinal teas.
Depending on the success, Netzel Farms may launch a
separate herbalism business.

TEMPUS FORGE, INC.: Legacy Lantern helps seniors
and terminally ill patients easily create cloud based
digital time capsules that automatically unlock at
future dates or LOCATIONS specified for friends &
family.

OUTPATCH 3LC: Providing travelers a simple and
effective way to give where they go through the sale
of machine-washable stick-on patches. Each
Outpatch is designed by a local artist and 50% of the
proceeds benefit grassroots organizations of the
place it represents.

AIR & ROOTS LLC: A publishing company dedicated
to launching beautifully designed books that
combine inspired illustration and feel good
messaging for both caregivers and kids.

Anita Joshi connected with local spice farmers to start a
business with her family's chai recipe. Each purchase
helps create change by supporting education and
community resilience.

Jessica Netzel decided to learn how to farm and quickly
fell in love. She started Netzel Farms in 2019 and due
to 7 knee surgeries has needed to adapt her business
model to herbal teas and branching in to the
herbalism business.

Passion, commitment, and integrity are what define
John Lashbook as a person, and they’ve also defined
his career. Now, as an entrepreneur, John is able to
follow his passion.

TRI TRINH, AIR FORCE

WADE WITTROCK, AIR FORCE

WILL BOYD, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE

T2 CO: An Information Technology Project
Management/Consulting, innovation fusion and
commercialization company. We enable, engage,
and empower technology, innovation and human
potential.

MANGATA LIFESTYLE LLC: Manufacturing Luxury
next-gen underwear for men that's eco-friendly and
made in the USA. My designs and next-gen fabrics
are better than anything the other 600 underwear
brands are using worldwide.

ZULUWATT.COM INC: A peer-to-peer sharing
platform designed to make remote solar power
generation accessible, affordable, and sustainable.

Tri and his wife started T2 CO in September 2019.
His is now working on a second contract and close to
launching a commercial product.

It's all about getting to the finish line within time and
budget, legally and ethically. Sometimes that
requires Wade Wittrock to think creatively because
everything has room for improvement.

Rachel Willis co-founded Outpatch which launched
on February 25th. At Outpatch, Rachel is the cofounder and Head of Growth, leading all things
marketing, sales, and product.

Will Boyd is taking his entrepreneurial journey full
circle to launch Zuluwatt.com. His experiences as a
Provincial Reconstruction Engineer and later as
Brigade Reconstruction Engineer gave Will the
insight of the liberating power of energy. He is
putting the pieces in place to start generating
revenue as early as May 2021.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Sarah Boyd is currently raising her 2 amazing kids
and preparing to launch her first children's book hopefully the first of many.

detroit 2021-B

AARON KINZEL, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

GORDON SODERBERG, NAVY

JASMIN PITTMAN, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

JAY ELIAS, MARINE CORPS

KRISTI STEPP, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

SECOND CHANCE BATTALION: Our mission is to assist
justice impacted individuals with direct services and
trauma-informed care. We help connect clients to
housing, employment, transportation, food security,
education, and health/mental health providers.

PLANTPROPULSION INC: Research & Development of
vegetable seed oils as fuel for Diesel engines. Test
these solutions of fleet vehicles for farm construction
work and and disaster responses.

MAXIMUM SOLUTIONS GROUP: We help leaders
maximize the potential of the people within their
organization through training and development. By
completing a needs assessment we are able to
provide coaching on content building, digital
transformation, and product training.

EVOLUTION ART STUDIO: Evolution Art Studio is a
full service art studio that is striving to provide art
therapy to veterans and first responders for free.

STEPPINGSTONE ENTERPRISES (DBA KRISTI
SPEAKS): A business that focuses on individual and
organizational effectiveness through public speaking
engagements, leadership development workshops
and coaching for individuals, start-ups, non-profits
and middle market companies.

Aaron T. Kinzel is a Lecturer in Criminology and
Criminal Justice. His teaching and research areas of
expertise are education, corrections, and public policy
and has worked nationally on criminal justice reform.

Gordon Soderberg's objective is to train veterans to
build communities using sustainable energy,
construction materials and fuels to reduce the costs,
housing, business operations, and transportation.

Jasmin believes that there is always a solution to
every situation. She is now full time and hoping to
continue to help leaders rewrite the customer
experience.

RICHARD CARSON, ARMY

TERRY SCHELLER, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

CLAYTON WEIS, NAVY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

RENAISSANCE CONSULTING GROUP: Renaissance
Consulting Group, L.L.C. is a distributor of first aid,
health & safety equipment, supplies, and services.
The problem that needs to be solved is overcoming
the overwhelming size of our multi-billion dollar
competitor. It is overcome by superior service and
pricing.

PLANTPROPULSION INC: Focused on reversing
global warming and building green low-cost housing.
We want to change current and future diesel fuel
use to recycled & fresh vegetable oil, as it is
renewable and burns clean.

ACTIVE VOICE SOLUTIONS: Offering targeted
maritime services to the Great Lakes Region: AVS
programs include Active Voice Sailing, which
provides USCG licensed captain's services, and
Active Voice Diving, providing marine consulting and
services below the waterline.

Richard Carson launched his venture to help provide
life-saving supplies and services at affordable prices.

Terry Scheller now secretary/treasurer of
PlantPropulsion Inc., a non-profit corporation, of
which he was one of the founders.

After many years of gradually declining mental
health, Jay Elias discovered art and the creative
process. The healing effects both spiritually and
emotionally were stark and the main focus of
Evolution Art Studio is to share this holistic
approach to mental health with others.

Clayton Weis established Active Voice Solutions, a
versatile business making the most of his two
decades of professional experience serving the
maritime community.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Kristi Stepp's business focuses on individual and
organizational effectiveness through public speaking
engagements, leadership development workshops
and coaching for individuals, start-ups, non-profits
and middle market companies.

Houston 2021-B

BONNIE YOUGH, MILITARY SPOUSE

DAMON MATHEWS, ARMY

KIRK DONOVAN, MARINE CORPS

MARIO AMARO, NAVY

TONATCO CRYOGENIC SERVICES, INC.: Install and
maintain cryogenic systems and vessels, hiring the best
candidates to grow with us.

BETHESDA SECURITY CONSULTING: Provides security
consulting services focusing on mass shooter and
cyber related preventative measures.

TERMINAL LANCE TACTICAL LLC: Providing safe,
trackable transport and storage technologies for
firearms in both civilian and defense environments.

MEDEASE TECHNOLOGY INC: We make it easy for
clinicians to start, grow, and manage tech-enabled
clinical practices.

After 25 years helping her husband grow their
company, they are looking to expand and looking at
many avenues for expansion and over the years their
company has grown from local to national.

Damon Mathews officially started his first civilian job in
the Cyber Security for industrial control systems as a
business development manager in 2017. During that
time frame he began to develop his network with
energy companies, venture capital groups and
investors.

Kirk Donovan is a student, teacher, veteran and
inventor.

Mario Amaro is a USN Veteran turned healthcare
tech founder, helping HCPs to build and launch
medical practices with no leases and no contracts.

ROBERT BLAND, MARINE CORPS

TYLER WEST, ARMY

WILLIAM HILL, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

MEDIA KINGS: We expand clients digital media
footprints via the major social media outlets.

UPWARD BOUND ACADEMIC CONSULTING:
Provides academic consulting services, focused on
college and financial planning. Upward Bound uses
time proven strategies of it's former college
administrators to simplify the process and help
clients attain the high level education they desire.

UNCHARTED TERRITORY MENTAL HEALTH:
Anyone can develop an emotional or mental illness.
The impact can range from mild to serious and
temporary to long-lasting. Therefore, the nature of
psychiatric services treatment is such that, not all
patients require medication or the same treatment
plan.

Creative Social Media Marketing Specialist with a
proven track record of developing new social media
strategies, creating original social media content and
producing detailed results.

Tyler West founded Upward Bound to translate his
passion for, and experience in education and finance
to assist others in college planning.

William Hill is an experienced Intensive Care Nurse
with a demonstrated history of working in the
hospital & health care industry.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

MATTHEW KURZAC, MARINE CORPS,
MILITARY SPOUSE
ECHOSIX GROUP: EchoSix Group will serve as a
Project Management and Contracting company
specializing in commercial construction, building
maintenance, upgrade projects and inspections.
Accomplished mechanical engineer and Marine
Corps veteran, specializing in project engineering
and management, with over 18 years’ of
professional experience providing technical
solutions, improving engineering processes and
coordinating multiple large-scale projects.

Las Vegas 2021-B

ANN BERNARD, MARINE CORPS

ANTHONY MICHAELSON, ARMY

365FIRSTS, INC: We promote and teach action-based
self-development through first times and new
experiences. We have courses, coaching, hold events,
and have an App.

MASTERYPATH.IO: MasteryPath provides an
educational SaaS platform designed to create
permanent memory and comprehension for its
members.

Ann Bernard aka The Master of First Times is a serial
entrepreneur, retired Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel,
the author of How to Become a (First Time) Storyteller
and the creator of the #365FirstsChallenge and First
Time Story Map Project.

Tony Michaelson is working on a platform for
education and memory training to support academic
studies, corporate training, online blogging and online
courses.

PAUL BENNINGS, AIR FORCE

SHEILA CORNETT COHEN

HEAVYWEIGHT APPAREL OF NYC: Heavyweight
Apparel of NYC is modernizing the apparel industry
by working with companies that use newer dye
machines. These machines allow our apparel to use
7x less water than the average clothing
manufacturer, saving 24 million gallons a week!

VETS365: We are restoring balance to the lives of
veterans in need, and we are improving the
community by facilitating veteran/civilian unity.

Paul Bennings is currently acting as the copywriter,
graphic designer, and brand manager for lifestyle
venture.

CARL DIMAILIG, MARINE CORPS, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
GUARDIAN ANGEL ADVISERS LLC: Showing profitable
business that there is another option for charitable
giving, the private family foundation. This allows for
branding as not only a for-profit business, but a forpurpose philanthropic generational endeavor.
After leaving behind the chiropractic profession, Carl
transitioned into finance. Rather than provide general
services, he entered the world of private foundations
and trust, and provides financial strategies unique to
those entities.

JOSHUA LINE, AIR FORCE

MONICA FULLERTON, MILITARY SPOUSE

JOSH LINE PHOTOGRAPHY: Headshot and
commercial photographer providing visual
marketing for businesses.

SPOUSE-LY: An online marketplace to shop a wide
variety of handmade items, products, and services
created by military & veteran-owned businesses. We
provide extra-income generating opportunities no
matter where the military life takes you.

In 2015 Josh Line Photography was formed after
Josh Line left the Air Force. Josh brings his attention
to detail and professionalism to his headshot and
commercial photography clients.

Sheila Cornett Cohen has spent four years in the
Non-Profit Industry. She is president/CFO Vets365 in
California and Nevada and founder of Veterans
Evolutionary Housing of NV.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Military life often requires wearing lots of hats, and
that’s especially true for Monica. She was recently
named a Trailblazer in Tech by Military Spouse
Magazine and is an ambitious entrepreneur, twin
mom, and Air Force spouse.

Los Angeles 2021-B

CAITLIN PINLAC, AIR FORCE

CHRIS ELLIS, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

JONATHAN CONROY, ARMY

NATALIE MICHEL, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

NICOLE KATO, MILITARY SPOUSE

CAPITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT, LLC: Providing
project management solutions to the federal
government to ensure projects are completed on time
and under budget.

AUDIOCARDIO: AudioCardio is a mobile app that
utilizes headphones / earbuds to deliver a
personalized sound therapy to help maintain,
strengthen and sharpen you natural hearing ability.

PALADIN PROTECTION GROUP: Paladin Protection
Group is a company that provides security consulting
and solutions to high net-worth individuals and
families.

NOUVEL AGE MEDIA: Marketing & Strategy
Consulting.

COURSESCOUT LLC: CourseScout was built to grow
the golf networking community, because Google
autocompletes, "Business is done on the golf
course."

Caitlin Pinlac is a results-driven Executive proven to
direct large-scale, complex operations,
programs, and projects from the ground up for both
private sector and U.S. government
organizations.

Chris Ellis is currently CEO and cofounder of
AudioCardio - a digital health and wellness company
that has developed technology that aims to restore
hearing and help relieve tinnitus after witnessing his
grandfather's struggles with hearing issues that he
attributed to his service in the Air Force.

Jonathan Conroy's goal is to ensure his client's life is
easier and more comfortable in all aspects to include
their estate, vehicles, travel, leisure, interests, and
most importantly safety.

PAUL PENG, ARMY

RILEY REES, AIR FORCE, MILITARY SPOUSE

SARA VAN ELLS, MILITARY SPOUSE

SENTRI INSTITUTE INC: We Save Lives Through
Training. Specializing in Firearms/Security Training,
CCW, Active Shooter Training and First Aid/CPR/AED.

SOFIA HEALTH, LLC: Sofia Health is an online
marketplace connecting consumers directly to
health and wellness professionals.

HUSTLE TRUCKS: Mobile storefront rentals.

As an army veteran of 9 years and 2 combat tours to
Iraq; Mr. Peng, an ex-military policeman, possess
extensive experience in the realm of security
operations. He has the leadership and practical
experience necessary to organize and teach an
effective course on firearms as well as local security
operations.

Riley Rees started Sofia Health to make it easier to
find and connect to health and wellness
professionals. From physicians to nutritionists,
health coaches, life coaches, chaplains, and more.

Natalie Michel has an MBA in marketing and over
five years of professional marketing experience,
including more than three years at the director
level. In that time, I have worked with startups, small
businesses, nonprofits, and corporate brands.

Sara is an entrepreneur and financial expert out of
LA. She runs a successful van conversion company
with her husband and has just launched Hustle
Trucks. Hustle Trucks aims to make storefront
rentals more accessible.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Nicole worked for some of the most tech forwards
companies in America. She started CourseScout with
Matt Jones and they are now scaling their business
out from the South East.

Minneapolis 2021-B

CALEB PETERS, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
IMPACT BRANDS USA: Helping veterans become
business owners in the home service industry. We are
looking for help in funding and connecting with more
veterans to help scale our business.

CHARLES KNOWLES, MARINE CORPS

CT DOUGLASS, ARMY

HANNAH HOLDEN, MARINE CORPS

JACOB BOLINGER, AIR FORCE

HOMESTEAD CUSTOMS LLC: We produce custom and
semi-custom furniture pieces for customers who want
exacting specifications. We fill this niche by building to
order with traditional and non traditional materials.

8TT8CK: Creates and delivers music and sound design
for veteran film makers and multimedia managers.

INSPIRIT LLC: Providing life and purpose coaching
to individuals and teams that want to align their life
or business with their gifts, purpose, and passion.

WEST EDGE INVESTMENTS, LLC: Purchases homes
,requiring repair in the Twin Cities area, renovates
them, and rents them once completed. West Edge
Investments also provides contractor services and
realtor services focused on helping property
investors succeed.

I am an experienced leader with a passion for
planning, process improvement, building relationships
and am genuinely excited when I can find ways to
serve those around me.

After leaving the Arm as a 76yankee in 1997, Caleb
worked in various sales and labor positions in the
home service industry. He is now scaling his company
to provide more opportunities in the home service
industry.

Chuck has always challenged the standards set by
others with the intention of doing things in a different
or better way. Realizing that his efforts to make
meaningful and long lasting changes within other
organizations would not come to fruition, he started
Homestead Customs to make his standards a reality.

JAY SACHETTI, ARMY

JEFF ACHEN, NAVY

JENNIFER GIBBS, MILITARY SPOUSE

BUNDL HOME: With Bundl Home, you pay one
monthly fee for all of the home maintenance
services you need and have one central location to
manage them - the Bundl Home app.

CALLSIGN51: Video production and photography
company.

OPERATION FOXHOLE: Operation Foxhole benefits
military families experiencing domestic
violence/intimate partner violence through
education, advocacy, and empowerment.

Jay Sachetti is an experienced lead product and
marketing director with cross-functional experience
and a demonstrated history of success enabling the
use of technology in field operations and various
industries.

Jeff Achen has had a wide range of experiences that
shape who he is today and how approach his work
as a professional storyteller.

If you are looking for a partnership that can inspire
bold new ways of thinking, being, experiencing and
doing, Hannah Holden is here to help you change
your life. It all begins with one small step.

Jennifer Gibbs discovered a disconnect between
military resources and community resources, and
their ability to advocate on behalf of and assist
military spouses experiencing domestic violence.
She created Operation Foxhole to ensure everyone
is safe in their homes.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Nashville 2021-B

ANDREW ARBOGAST, ARMY
ARBOGAST FOODS, LLC: Comforting, family-recipe
cheese dip named Arbo's that can be served as a
traditional dip with chips, sauce for macaroni and
cheese, or even cold vegetables! Although refrigerated,
Arbo's maintains a smooth texture and consistency,
and your chip will remain unbroken, no matter the
temperature that you prefer your dip.

CAROL CHERICH, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
CHERISH CONSULTING SERVICES, PLLC: Female
veteran owned business as a counselor working in
both counseling and addictions.
In mid 2019, Carol Cherich, PhD launched a private
practice as a clinician working with soldiers, veterans
and families in the local community.

Arbogast Foods, LLC was created by Andrew Arbogast,
who's passion has always been serving others,
especially with flavorful and convenient food products.

TALITHA HAWKINS, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

KRISTEN BRAND, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

POCKET PICKUP: We are a recycling, compost and
small junk removal business. Unwanted household
items are sent to help local nonprofits, artists &
companies.

EMMA BRANDS LLC: PAWNIX Noise-Cancelling
headset works for many other noises, not just
thunderstorms and fireworks. It takes any loud noise
and reduces the volume. When dogs wear PAWNIX,
the decibels level of loud noises is reduced up to 30
decibels.

Talitha Howkins is a website designer, freelance
writer/blogger, brand specialist and recycling,
compost and junk removal specialist.

After almost two decades in packaging engineering
for large consumer good companies, Kristen Brand
invented noise cancelling headphones for dogs.

LUKE JEAN, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE
BALANCE DISTILLING COMPANY, LLC.: Balance
Distilling Company is a family farm craft distillery
creating top-shelf gin and whiskeys. We bridge the gap
in the craft spirit world through the union of tradition
and technology. We provide Balance.
Luke Jean's time in the military has proven that
teamwork matters and every player counts. His aim is
to bring this philosophy to whatever organization he is
a part of.

PORTER KENNEDY, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
ISOSTRAWS LLC: SOstraws helps food services and
consumer make the needed switch from plastic
straws to high quality paper straws. We donate a
portion of profits to ocean-benefiting charities and
provide customizable straws to restaurants.
Porter Kennedy is a business owner, MBA
Candidate, and U.S. Army Reserves Finance Officer
working in financial services.

TREVOR HARTZ, MARINE CORPS, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
HANDWASH HQ: Our portable hand washing station
is perfect for on-the-go clean hands. Experience the
difference Handwash HQ can make on your next
outing. Perfect for kids and adults, Handwash HQ is
the ultimate portable washing solution.
Trevor Hartz serves fellow Veterans in the real estate
industry, using the VA Home Loan. Handwash HQ is
perfect for all of these experiences.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

ROBERT WYNKOOP, MARINE CORPS
KICKSTARTED GAMES: Online marketplace to buy
and sell independent board games, role playing
games and accessories.
Robert Wynkoop is a Marine Corps cyber officer
turned global project/program manager for Fortune
500 clients including GlaxoSmithKline, Johnson &
Johnson, and Change Healthcare.

New York City 2021-B

ISA BAKO, MARINE CORPS

JAMES EDWARD BECTON, ARMY

BAOPOWDER: We harvest, package and sell the most
nutrient-dense whole fruit on the planet. The baobab
fruit.

THE BECTON, INTERNATIONAL BLACK THEATER &
ARTS CONSORTIUM: The Becton, International Black
Theater (TBIBT) will be a home to devise, nurture,
curate, and produce new theatrical tales and stories
that showcase and celebrate an often underserved
and under acknowledged demographic of people.

Born in Wisconsin and raised in four different
countries, our founder’s only constant while growing up
was change. Change and the yearly Christmas trips to
his grandmother’s village in Numan, Nigeria where he
found the freedom to roam, and the curiosity to try as
many African fruits as possible.

James Edward Becton is a U.S.A. Veteran, a multi-union
affiliated Actor SAG/AFTRA/AEA and a burgeoning
Business Owner.

KATHLEEN POINTER, NAVY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
DETROIT GOODIE BAG LLC: We manufacture and
distribute handmade jewelry, household and leisure
items. We also use digital software such as RhinoGold
to make 3D molds for custom pieces. We purchase
used metal to mix with new metal and repurpose it to
keep it our costs affordable.
Upon completion of her sea tour in the Navy, Kathleen
Pointer decided to pursue her passion of creating
luxury items that she witnessed as a child.

RORY BERRY, NAVY

SEM DUCATL, MARINE CORPS , MILITARY SPOUSE

ALTON WEEKES, NAVY

SHIPRIDER MEDIA LLC: Shiprider Media brings
together people based on geography and location to
overcome the problem with stale data in decisionmaking.

DUVILEX LLC: Partnering with industry leaders in a
wide range of sectors to meet all of their re-supply
needs. We specialize in procurement, with a mission
to provide products at competitive pricing, delivered
with superior customer service. We aim to facilitate
our clients/agencies with supplies, machinery and
other logistical services.

CELLFUL LLC: An holistic company, where we focus
on nourishing the whole body. We do this through
our cold press juices, bitters, herbs, tea blends and
sea moss gels that detox, cleanse, heal and nourish
your body systems.

Rory Berry is a problem solver and team builder with
particular passion for tech, marketing, sustainability,
and data science.

Sem is a part-time coffee-drinker and full-time
adventurer. Sem launched "Duvilex" to
tackle/simplify the complex supply chain puzzle.

MARCOS BERMEO, ARMY
TECHNOLOGY MATCHMAKER: Technology can be
as unique as the individuals who use it. For small
and mid-sized companies, standardizing on a cost
effective scalable solution can be daunting. Our
company reviews your current state, learns about
your business goals and how you work. We then
find the vendor that meets your needs the best.
Marcos Bermeo is a highly experienced business
and IT specialist, with 20+ years of experience
helping clients through their digital transformation
process.

Alton Weekes's was trained as a chef in the US Navy,
so when the 2020 pandemic hit and everything
public was closed, he shifted gears and created
Cellful Organics LLC. Today he is expanding and
growing Cellful 1 juice at a time.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

NNEKA BROWN-MASSEY, ARMY, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
INNOVATIVE SUPPLIES WORLDWIDE, INC:
Innovative Supplies is manufacturing stationery
notebooks with sustainability infused into our
product offering.
Nneka Brown-Massey launched Innovative Supplies.
A stationery manufacturing company that sold over
8,000 notebooks to 1,200 customers around the
world in the first 24 hours. Nneka is currently
working on project to document this journey.

Philadelphia 2021-B

BRENDAN ARONSON, MARINE CORPS

DANIEL LEE, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

KEVIN FRAWLEY, ARMY

PAINTRU LLC: Paintru elevates your favorite photos
memories into hand-painted works of art.

FARINA PASTA AND NOODLE LLC: Farina Pasta and
Noodle is a delivery and takeout only restaurant that
serves handmade pasta and fresh sauce. We allow the
customer to customize their food by picking their
choice of pasta, sauce and add ons.

OUTSOURCED MBA: A business project management
firm designed to help companies with small and medium
sized business projects. Offering a wide spectrum of
available services, the organization can be plugged into
any function where a business needs assistance.

Daniel Lee and his business partner launched Farina
Pasta and Noodle in 2020 and hope to grow it in to a
chain of restaurants.

Kevin Frawley is a proven leader with extensive
experience in Project and Operations Management. He is
a genuine motivator and attentive planner who
successfully leads international teams of all sizes.

WINY ANTOINE, ARMY

MELISSA ADAMSKI, ARMY

SILVIO LELLI, NAVY

SOUTAB CO: Soutab Co is a virtual restaurant group
that is building different restaurant concepts
,inspired by Haitian cuisine through ghost kitchens.
By ditching in-house dining, Soutab focuses
exclusively on food quality and delivery to delight
customers wherever they please to have their meals.

MYLA ASSISTANT, PBC: MYLA is a personal
assistant service for military service members and
families that completes mundane tasks in order to
enable customers to focus on things that are most
important to them. It uses human-machine
collaboration to provide personalized efficient
service.

NATIONWIDE WINE & SPIRITS: Preferred
Pennsylvania broker & national importer. We prefer
small-production, family-owned vineyards &
distilleries that offer the best value for the money.

After 6 years in the Marine Corps, Brendan completed
an MBA at The Wharton School of Business. He
declined a full-time offer of employment from Goldman
Sachs to pursue entrepreneurship.

Winy Antoine is a visionary leader with an
entrepreneurial approach to business growth,
building strategic global partnerships and bridging
multicultural communication gaps.

Melissa Adamski is a visionary leader with
experience developing and managing organizations
from team to strategic level in fast-paced
environments.

Silvio Lelli applies the same vigor serving as Founder
& CEO of Nationwide Wine & Spirits as he did while
serving in a helicopter squadron during four military
operations with the United States Navy. His vendors
and customers seek to do business with Nationwide
Wine & Spirits because it has been built with pride,
enthusiasm and uncompromising quality.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Raleigh 2021-B

JASON GRIDER, NAVY

LASHUNDRA RUCKER, MARINE CORPS

CUSTOMIZED LASER DESIGN: We work with business
owners to create custom laser engraved products for
their businesses while subsidizing start up with B2C
products. We can laser engrave multiple media types
but we specialize in handcrafted leather products.

SPORTBIKE CHIC, LLC: Motorcycle apparel and
accessories for women motorcyclists.

After the Navy, Jason Grider's passion is creating
customized products that are meaningful to others. He
is now scaling up from passion to company at
Customized Laser Design.

NISLA LOVE, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE
CHOOSE LOVE SOLUTIONS, LLC: Helping and
educating Individuals and Families achieve their tax
and financial goals by providing guidance on their
tax returns. Helping businesses with tax matters and
providing business planning and start-up
workshops.
Nisla Love is implementing growth changes to her
company and strengthening her brand in North
Carolina to expand to national operations.

Sportbike Chic is the brainchild of a proud US Marine
veteran and woman motorcycle enthusiast, Lashundra
Rucker. She not only loves riding, but doesn't mind
looking feminine while doing so.

PATRICE CARTER, ARMY , MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
BREAKPOINT COACHING, LLC: Certifying and
training Christian Life Coaches.
Dr. Patrice Carter lives in North Carolina and is
married to the love of her life and retired Army
Veteran, Dalton and is a "bonus" Mom to their son
Miles and daughters Destiny and Desire. She is a
proud Military Spouse and U.S. Army Reserve
Veteran.

MARLIE ANDERSCH, AIR FORCE, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
ROCKITDATA LLC: IT development services around
AWS, Microsoft and AWS. We also provide staffing
services.
Marlie spent her military career during the first gulf
war. Landed in North Carolina where she spent the
next 30 years in the tech industry. Recently started her
own consulting firm doing development on Cloud
Computing applications.

MONICA GOODSON, ARMY

NATHANIEL TORRES, AIR FORCE

HAPPY PRODUCTS, LLC: We are a toy and
publishing company whose mission is to make
children's birthdays more memorable by developing
consumer goods, creative entertainment-based
content, and immersive interactive experiences
around the magic of birthdays.

LHAVI, INC: Lavi provides an alternative solution to
in-house and third party food delivery. Lavi operates
it's own trained employee driven fleet, with a
marketplace App to help restaurants take back
control of the customer experience.

Monica Goodson is a first time toy developer,
producer and publisher currently managing the
company during its startup phase and on a mission
to grow the company to its next level.

RICHARD FONT, ARMY
RICH FONT CREATIVE: Creative Video Production
Services.
Richard Font's experience is extensive from the
Military, Operations Management, and currently as a
Creative Producer. He was proud to serve his
country but always felt there was more to his
journey. He has a true passion for creating and really
found his niche in creative videography.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Nathaniel Torres launched Lhavi, Inc. (Now Lavi) in
2019 as a rideshare company but has since then
pivoted the business model to provide dedicated
delivery services for businesses to help transport
their products/or goods to throughout their
communities.

San Diego 2021-B

APRIL WILHELM, MILITARY SPOUSE

BRENTON WOO, MILITARY SPOUSE

DANIEL MURPHY, ARMY

JACK BOGER, MARINE CORPS

JASMIN CRUZ, MILITARY SPOUSE

WILHELM MEDIA GROUP: A luxury branding and
digital marketing agency dedicated to hiring and
partnering with military spouses and veterans.

MODA SURFBOARDS: Moda sells surfboard blanks
called Moda Core that have new technology that
allows them to flex like snowboards for variablerocker. Variable-rocker makes them easier, safer, more
durable, and more environmentally responsible.

DNP MANAGEMENT, LLC DBA OATH HOMECARE:
Oath helps Veterans and Surviving Spouses that want
to age comfortably at home by assisting with benefit
navigation through a marketplace for in-home service
providers and caregivers.

BARRACKS BEDS: Barracks Beds is a sleep and
wellness company focused on the American service
member. Their initial product is an innovative
mattress topper that turns a twin bed into a full.
They are supported by Roomie, a mattress company
focused on the college market.

MILSOMUSTER LLC: Mobile app that supports and
empowers military spouses and family members.

Brenton Woo founded Automaton snowboards out of
the back of his car in Tahoe. In 2016, he applied his
experience in snowboard technology and
manufacturing to invent and patent a way to make
surfboards flex like snowboards.

Daniel Murphy brings over 25 years of progressive
leadership experience in military operations and
community-based care to Oath.

JOSH SCHRAEDER, MARINE CORPS

PATRICK SIMON, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

SOELY SANCHEZ, MARINE CORPS

HERNDON LEGACY PARTNERS, LLC: A search fund
with the goal of acquiring and running one well
positioned company. We seek to carry on the legacy
of the founding owner and take the company to new
levels.

HIRESCALE: HireScale supports the ongoing mobility
of recruiters via an online marketplace that makes it
insanely easy to be matched with employers looking to
scale their workforce. For employers, it is a platform to
find the best, pre-screened and vetted recruiters to
flexibly meet their hiring needs, while representing
their company's brand and culture.

BRAID STREET LLC: Provides hairstyles to Afro-mixed
races in the San Diego area. We use hairstyling to
provide a safe space for conversations such as mental
health and the current state of the world; concerning
racial tensions and how we're doing our part. Braid
Street provides education on, and products for, styling
your own natural hair.

Patrick is a US Army Veteran, Engineer & Scrum Master
at Box, Co-Chair of the Box Veterans Employee
Resource Group, Veteran Mentor & Advocate.

Soely is a Brooklyn, NY native and a Marine Corps
Veteran who combined her hair-braiding skills and her
Business degree to form Braid Street LLC.

April is a public speaker, influencer and passionate
advocate for the military spouse and veteran
community. She is passionate about digital marketing,
military spouse employment and helping her clients
achieve their goals.

Josh Schraeder is battle tested, results oriented and
a process driven leader with experience across
operations, supply chain management, FP&A,
business analysis and financial modeling.

Jack Boger is the co-founder and CEO of Barracks
Beds. Before his private sector experience, Boger
served as a ground intelligence officer in the Marine
Corps.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Jasmin has a degree in criminal justice and has
worked in the legal field for years before becoming a
military spouse. After becoming a military spouse,
she realized the challenges that military families face
daily and created Milsomuster. Milsomuster's
mission is to now empower military families and
spouses every day.

San Francisco 2021-B

BRANDON CHILDERS, MARINE CORPS

EDGARDO LOEZA, MARINE CORPS

JAMES JONES, ARMY

BETH SUTEY, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE

FREELANCE CORPORAL: Freelance Corporal is a gamified
budgeting Software as a Service (SaaS) that will improve
financial literacy using behavioral science.

LFB VENTURES, LLC: We locate distressed properties and
Inspire/motivate our clients for an improved quality of life.
Providing impactful solutions while actively rejuvenating and
improving our community.

ARDITO ADVISORS, LLC: For early stage, technology
companies, Ardito Advisors LLC provides strategic finance
services as interim Chief Financial Officers, Controllers and
Senior Accountants.

ELIGO INC: We proudly create product video with three
Content Kits designed to meet your needs and budget.

Eddy Loeza is dedicated to helping homeowners in
distressed situations, Starting regionally he is now working
with a group of investors nation wide.

At Ardito Advisors, James Jones gives CEOs expert finance
cover by applying the practices learned through more than 15
years of experience in both startups and public companies.

LOWELL STADELMAN, ARMY

MICHAEL MALONE, ARMY

SCOTT PATTERSON, MARINE CORPS

FLASHMONKEY INC.: Our primary value hypothesis is not
public. We are in stealth mode. It is an enhancement from
betaA with a high growth curve.

WE2LINK, INC.: An app to help those with cognitive
impairment including Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and
Alzheimer's live happier lives. The app focuses on problems
around memories and allows someone to easily record the
things they want to remember.

CLARIFIED INC. DBA TUMBLE: Tumble invented Smart
Laundry and is now changing how the world does laundry. We
currently service all of the top property management
companies in San Francisco by providing smart laundry
machines for apartment buildings.

Michael Malone was medically retired in 2019 due to a
Traumatic Brain Injury and illness. Struggling to recover from
the TBI created so much frustration that he decided to build
an app to help others to cope with everyday living.

Scott Patterson pivoted to the private sector in 2013, working
on international investigations for a technology company and
in online fraud at Facebook before becoming a private
investigator.

Brandon Childers's research on veterans in higher learning
illuminated an urgent need for improved resource
management among the military community. So, he
founded Freelance Corporal - Gamified Budgeting.

Lowell Stadelman has over 14 years of technology
development, and 20 years of military service in Special
Operations with the majority of time in communications.

Beth Sutey has over fourteen years of management, planning,
staff experience, training in transportation operations. She
founded Eligo, Inc. in September 2020 and serves as
Secretary, Treasurer, and Executive Producer.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Seattle 2021-B

COLTON BECKER, ARMY

JAY STRICKLAND, MARINE CORPS

JOHNNY MITCHELL, ARMY

MAKIEDA HART, MILITARY SPOUSE

MELIOREM, INC: Meliorem, Inc. designs, builds, and operates
small to community scale biomass power generation systems.
The company is working to help the United States achieve its
goal to transition to renewable energy.

HELIOPATH LABS: Heliopath Labs helps reduce innovator's
time to market by providing entrepreneurial coaching and
feedback necessary to traverse the R&D Valley of Death, by
using tech research to go from concept to prototype, and by
sharing the truth of the journey through visual storytelling.

YAMI ILLUSIONS ENT LLC: We are an animation and film,
manga/comic, and mobile gaming studio that wants to
create an affordable platform where independent artists,
indie studios can host their content on a platform and get
paid for it.

STRONG FAMILY BONDS LLC DBA SGT HART'S BBQ
SAUCE: A specialty food manufacturing firm in Thurston Co.,
WA since 2018. An online retail store; our products sold fall
under food & beverages, predominantly herbs & spices,
marinades, sauces & other cooking related items.

Jay Strickland launched Heliopath Labs in 2020. He is now
building a dedicated team to scale the business as he heads
into the Masters of Entrepreneurship program at the
University of Washington.

Johnny Mitchell started his business in his final year of
college. He now has been working on perfecting the field he
was going in and knowing the direction he wants to take the
business.

Makieda Hart's drive to put her own spin of creativity in
business drives her in her efforts of being a forever learner.
So she decided to become a condiment manufacturer.The
birth of Strong Family Bonds LLC uses her husband's BBQ
sauce recipe.

ROBERT WHITE, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

SAMAR PARIKH, ARMY

TODD SMELCER, ARMY

KERRI JETER, ARMY & MILITARY SPOUSE

SOUND SUSTAINABILITY GROUP, INC: Sound Sustainability
is a medical device manufacturer designed to become the
market leader for over-the-counter hearing aids and
associated products.

PATHFINDER HEALTH INC: Pathfinder Health is a parentcentric digital health platform to increase detection of
developmental delay conditions and faster access to care for
better outcomes.

FAST-TARP, LLC: Fast-Tarp manufactures and sells superior
quality tarps, bungees and straps. Every Fast-Tarp product is
manufactured in the USA using base materials sourced from
USA businesses.

After a successful 20 year career in the Army, Robert White
served as the CEO and CFOO of two different veteran
nonprofit startups. He recently founded Sound Sustainability
Group, Inc in 2021. He is now developing the company's first
prototype and launching its beta testing.

Samar Parikh has been focused on the healthcare section for
the past 11 years in various leadership positions at Morgan
Stanley, VNSNY, Amazon (healthcare), and now as the
Founder/CEO of Pathfinder Health.

Todd Smelcer is a business professional with over 20 years’
experience and subject matter knowledge within disciplines
that include but not limited to: logistics management, strategic
planning, operations management, training, change
management, conflict resolution and diversity awareness.

FREEDOM SISTERS MEDIA: We connect the fastest-growing
segment of the Veteran population with content, commerce,
and community, giving Women Veterans all the tips, tricks, and
tools they need for purpose beyond the uniform and to invite
the world into our beautiful collaborations of badass, brave,
brilliant and blessed sisters-in-service.

While working at a start-up, Global Water Farms, Colton
Becker learned first hand numerous crucial lessons such as
the importance of crafting a cohesive and focused founding
team. With his experience there, he started Meliorem, Inc. in
January 2021.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Kerri Jeter, Founder of Freedom Sisters Media, served in the
U.S. Army for 12-years. After her own journey of self-discovery
and embracing her entrepreneurial spirit Kerri, launched
Freedom Sisters Media to create content, connection, and
community for Women beyond the uniform.

TAMPA 2021-B

AUGUST DAVIS, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

CHRISTY HENRY, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

DESIREE PANLILIO, MILITARY SPOUSE

DONALD NOBLE, AIR FORCE

JAKE SITZMAN, NAVY

ON FRENCH LLC: To deliver authentic New Orleans
food through the Orlando area.

POM ANALYTICS, INC: An innovative technology
consulting firm focused on empowering organizations
through the use of Data Analytics. Our solutions help
organizations quickly identify untapped opportunities,
streamline operations and ensures increased
optimization & performance of software-subsystems.

ENCOURAGING TEENS LLC: Coach teens down a path
of being self assured, determined and gain a clear
path for their future. I help parents create a more
positive relationship with their teen by offering new
communication skills and the space to practice the
new skills.

NOBLE SELF DEFENSE: We offer one-on-one
concierge-level training for all experience levels in
conventional self-defense and business response.

HIGH GROUND FITNESS LLC: High Ground Fitness is
currently a personal training business both in
person and online. HGF needs to increase
membership. HGF does not have a brick and mortar
location and needs to open one in the future.

Chris Henry is a dedicated professional engineer who
has worked for just about every major Department of
Defense contractor.

Desiree Panlilio is an experienced Life Coach with a
demonstrated history of working in the health
wellness and fitness industry.

MARK FREEMAN, ARMY

NADIA ANAC, MILITARY SPOUSE

SHAUNTAE LEWIS, AIR FORCE

DASH CUNNING, LLC: Dash Cunning is an
entertainment business. They focus on delivering
serialized stories to fill the gaps left by the pulp and
dime novels. The goal is to make reading fun again
by giving the masses the kinds of stories they really
want, the way they really want them.

THE ANAC GROUP PLLC: A real estate brokerage

GRANT LIFE CONSULTING: Grant Life Consulting is a
women and veteran-owned and operated firm that
specializes in proposal writing.

After graduating culinary school in Orlando. August
opened a New Orleans traditional praline candy
business. With the help of Operation Start-up & Action
Zone, August launched On French as catering company.
He is now operating a virtual kitchen with a full New
Orleans menu.

Mark Freeman is currently adapting stories to be
published in serialized form via Kindle Vella.

As an active duty military spouse of nearly 20 years,
Nadia Anac has had to adapt her career several times.
Real estate has allowed her to have a mobile career,
and she is now teaching others how to do the same
with their careers.

Donald Noble is a CFO, M&A expert, entrepreneur,
speaker, and USAF veteran

Shauntae E. Lewis is a Certified Grant Writer and U.S.
Air Force veteran with over 18 years of professional
writing experience. She holds professional
certifications in proposal writing for Foundation,
Corporate, Government grants, grant research, and
budget development.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Jake Sitzman is a U.S. Navy SEAL Veteran. He has
taken his 12 years of military experience and has
become a fitness professional. Jake started High
Ground Fitness, his personal training business based
in Miami, FL.

Virtual 1 2021-B

DAVID HOFFMASTER, ARMY

ELENA LININGER, MILITARY SPOUSE

ERIKA HATFIELD, ARMY

HERO HUT: We seek to empower Veterans to discover a
civilian life defined by service and surrounded by community.
We seek to create both a physical and digital space for a more
cohesive, collaborative, environment that both builds
community and provides resources to Veterans and First
Responders.

SOURCE ONE SERENITY: Source One Serenity launches a
social enterprise recycling facility to convert food waste to a
natural soil amendment and to generate revenue to fund
outdoor recreational activities for veterans.

NEXT LEVEL PHOTO EDUCATION, LLC: Next Level Photo
Education provides interactive photography classes online for
children, teens, and adults. You can learn how to take better
photos with your phone or camera.

Elena Lininger founded Source One Serenity in providing
holistic solutions to improve mental health through land
stewardship and outdoor recreation.

Erika Hatfield launched Next Level Photo Education in 2018.
She has transformed her teaching business from classes in
her home studio to a global classroom online, working with
students in over 25 countries.

EVELYN VICARIO, MILITARY SPOUSE

JAKE CORBIN, MARINE CORPS

JOHN PATTISON, ARMY

BIBIA INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT: Bibia Interactive
Entertainment is solving the way people entertain themselves
by developing brands and making interactive and immersive
entertainment.

,LUXSHARES, INC. DBA VINOSHARES: An "Etsy" like
marketplace for wineries and wine professionals to sell
wine direct to consumers. We're recreating the tasting
room experience online.

Evelyn and Abegail co-founded Bibia Interactive Entertainment
and they are now scaling their company globally. They are
developing Oculus games and submitted a pilot project
introduction proposal to Comcast.

While in the Marine Corps, Jake spent time working at a
California winery learning everything he could about the
wine industry. Through VinoShares, Jake combined his
passions for wine and technology to help people gain
access to truly exceptional wines while supporting great
wineries.

CULTURED DECADENCE: A cellular agriculture company
developing technology using cell culture and tissue
engineering to create meat and ancillary animal products
directly from cells. Their system helps address the growing
demand for nutritious, safe, and sustainable seafood-based
products.

Deciding to pursue his passion for building community
through service and camaraderie, David founded Hero Hut
with a group of like minded friends and fellow Veterans.

John serves on the Board of Directors of New Harvest, the
leading non-profit research institute dedicated to advancing
cell-cultured meat technologies.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Virtual 1 2021-B

NIKKI JAMES ZELLNER, MILITARY SPOUSE

PATRICK HAWKINS, MARINE CORPS

ROB ARNOLD, NAVY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

WHERE CONTENT CONNECTS LLC: WCC works with leaders to
organize the stories of their personal and professional history
and present experiences to propel them in the direction they
wish to go.

P-INC: International Business Consulting & Trade.

PREGAME COFFEE: Coffee shop focused on a sports
atmosphere that serves coffee, tea, beer, wine, and cocktails.

After 6 years in the Marines as a supply clerk, Patrick
obtained a BA in accounting and began his 18+ career in
financial consulting with Arthur Andersen. Patrick
launched P-INC Enterprises in 2019 and began working in
south America with small business owners and NGO's.

After 6 years as a Fire Controlman in the Navy, Rob Arnold
worked 18 years in health and wellness, primarily in
corporate fitness. He then transitioned into starting a coffee
shop.

SCOT WALKER, COAST GUARD, MILITARY SPOUSE

SHANNON BARNETT, ARMY, MILITARY FAMILY MEMBER

SCOTT LEEPER, MARINE CORPS

PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS: We help clients reduce loss, remove
doubt, and recapture revenue with comprehensive inquiries into
compliance or ethical concerns, by identifying fraudulent activity,
in defense of white-collar criminal allegations, and through
extensive due diligence to vet executives and third-party
businesses.

SHANNON INC: Life coaching for Awareness, Acceptance and
Choice.

ALPHA LIMA CHARLIE LLC: Helping our nation's veterans
release the toxicity in their life, develop a stronger, more
positive mindset, reconnect with themselves and their loved
ones, lead themselves to greater heights and be able to
communicate with themselves and others more effectively.

Nikki James Zellner is a Content Strategist, writer and activist - on
a mission to change the world through story. Zellner has also
turned into a formidable activist, driving key safety changes in
Virginia schools through the passage of state legislation.

Scot Walker's mission is to protect his clients by mitigating threats
before they’re fatal and reducing loss so his clients can focus on
doing their best work.

Shannon Barnett's 27 years working in the Logistics field taught
her that it takes dedication, leadership and a true commitment to
people first! She is a certified professional coach specializing in
Core Energy Leadership, Transitions and Wellbeing for Shannon
Inc.

After 13 years in the Marine Corps, Scott's career met an
abrupt end as he faced depression, anxiety, and chronic
PTSD. Scott founded Alpha Lima Charlie where he utilizes a
concept known as Veteran Mindset Coaching to help other
struggling veterans.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Virtual 2 2021-B

ASHLEY RODRIGUEZ, ARMY

BETSEY MERCADO, MILITARY SPOUSE

CHERELLE SCOTT, MILITARY SPOUSE

FREELANCE US LLC: The first US exclusive freelance platform
to compete against Fiverr and UpWork, by connecting US
small business owners and nonprofit organizations with US
based freelance professionals and expats.

OBJECTIVE ZERO FOUNDATION: A tech nonprofit that
combats suicide by a wireless and web-based app to
connect service members, veterans, their families, and
caregivers to peer support and resources.

DREAMWRITERS CONSULTING LLC: Offers consultation,
program development, training and professional
development. We hope to resolve organizational overhauls,
training, and development of individuals and corporations.

Ashley launched a brand in business coaching, and turned the
desire to help other business owners into a self-made
freelance marketplace platform to compete against
international big names. She continues to push the limits of
what is expected, and challenges the status quo.

Betsey Mercado has committed herself to making a
difference in the lives of Soldiers, veterans, and their
families.

After working for several companies and seeing the dreams
of the employees being stifled, Cherelle Scott established
Dreamwriters Consulting to work on organizational
overhauling and creating realistic strategic planning to
empower entrepreneurship.

CRYSTAL ROWLEY, AIR FORCE

DANIELLE KRAKORA, ARMY

JULIAN JERZERICK, MARINE CORPS

CRYSTAL DOES IT, INC: Digital Marketing and Graphic Design
Services.

IBILITY, LLC: We help clients accelerate innovation through
creative programming such as challenge competitions. We
then take the most promising solutions and improve the
success and speed to implement at scale.

ENZLE ANALYTICS, LLC: Looking to answer the question of
"What is the real estate market doing" for realtors on-the-go
by publishing a nine-variable composite index that maps the
market better than other measures like months of inventory
or absorb rate. No longer do realtors need to depend on
stagnant reports provided by third parties; Enzle plugs
directly into MLS data and the application is exclusive to
realtors.

After 12 years in the Air Force, Crystal worked as a Human
Factors Researcher at the Federal Aviation Administration,
Commander's Action Group Officer at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma,
and now she is a Human-Centered Designer at the
Department of Veterans Affairs. She founded Crystal Does It,
Inc. in 2019 as a way to supplement her income and to stay in
tune with her graphic design skills.

After nearly ten years in the Army as a combat medic and
MSC Officer, Danielle worked for the Department of
Veterans Affairs as a leader in innovation and digital
transformation. Mastering the art of challenge
competitions, Danielle decided to take her passion, skills,
and experience to a new level and start her own
SDVOSB/WOSB, Ibility.

Julian Jerzerick started Enzle Analytics in order to help
realtors understand what the market is doing.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Virtual 2 2021-B

KATHERYN BASSO, MARINE CORPS, MILITARY SPOUSE

LAVERN SELLERS, ARMY

MELISSA GREEN, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

KADRI CLOTHING: All our products are designed to meet the
functional requirements of the professional user while
maintaining proper fit for women's diverse shapes and sizes.
We aim to fill the current void in female tactical apparel and
equipment.

BATTLEBUGGIES TO GO LLC: BattleBuggies To Go would
like to provide employment and career opportunities for all
qualified civilian patrons, service members, retirees, and
their families by establishing BattleBuggies To Go as the
preferred grocery delivery provider of DeCA commissaries.

SOUTHERN, SWEET & SASSY: Southern, Sweet & Sassy helps
military spouses reset by providing the needed caffeine fix to
have a calmer and more productive day!

Utilizing experience as a former US Marine Corps Foreign Area
Officer with a background in strategic policy, communication,
and civil affairs, Katheryn Basso develops apparel and gear
with proper fit, practical function and durable design.

Lavern established BattleBiggies To Go as an opportunity
for himself and others to continue to serve in the form of
networking, mentorship upon reentry into society, and
ultimately in the form of civilian employment opportunities.

NICHOLAS KAMINSKI, MARINE CORPS

RICHARD GOERLING, COAST GUARD, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER

HICKORY TREE FARM APIARIES LLC: A veteran and family
owned sustainable Honey Bee farm. We produce superior
queen bees as well as zero waste home products to help save
the bees and the planet.
After 12 years in the Marine Corps, Nick moved back to his
home state of Michigan to rejuvenate the dormant family
farm. He and wife, Nicole decided on honeybees as their
livestock and from there it expanded to raising queen bees,
creating natural and sustainable products that will help
educate people about the plight of the honeybee and help
everyone live a more eco-conscious lifestyle.

MINDFUL BADGE LLC: An organization that provides skills
training in mindfulness to operators and leaders in the first
responder community. We seek to offer tools for
transformation to police leaders to enhance police officer
health, humanity and performance as well as to create new
opportunities for authentic community engagement.

As a military spouse, mother and veteran, Melissa worked
within recruiting but had aspirations of establishing her own
business. As a habitual coffee drinker, the opportunity to
provide quality coffee presented itself. Melissa started her
business in January of 2021 and is currently building her
strong foundation so her business will thrive.

JOSEPH GARCIA, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE
MADE4U: At Made4U, we can customize any heat transfer
vinyl order for your personal or professional needs.
Joseph Garcia is skilled in building long-term organization
relationships and achieving significant results related to
promoting organizational success and staff development.
Small business co-founder (Since September 2020).

Richard Goerling is a certified mindfulness trainer, a retired
police lieutenant, and U.S. Coast Guard veteran who
believes in your innate resilience, humanity, and capacity to
show up and thrive amidst challenging circumstances.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

Washington D.C. 2021-B

ANTONE AKU, NAVY

BEN PATTISON, ARMY

CLARICE WILLIAMS, MILITARY SPOUSE

EBONY JOHNSON, AIR FORCE, MILITARY SPOUSE

VOYAGER COLD BREW COFFEE: Voyager Cold Brew
Coffee offers uniquely crafted cold brew coffee using
only 100% Hawaiian single origin coffee from a
specialty coffee roaster on the Big Island of Hawaii.

FOLKS' MUSIC: Folks' Music celebrates the beauty of
every culture through the universal language of music;
fostering real connections between strangers and
family alike.

Antone Aku is a 12 year active US Navy SEAL separating
from active duty in May 2021, skilled negotiator, selfmotivated producer and relationship builder. He is
owner of Kanaka Maoli Properties LLC, a real estate
company and Cool Beans Beverage Group LLC, a cold
brew coffee company.

CAREER CONNECTOR: Career Connector serves to
get people hired into the right jobs. We also provide
personalized small business coaching to develop
winning strategies to fund and grow your
businesses and non-profits.

Ben Pattison is combining his unique experience as a
singing soldier with his years of work in the DC public
schools, SFC Pattison launched Folks' Music.

W.E.B.S. TAX PREPARATION & BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES, LLC: WEBS Tax Preparation & Bookkeeping
Services aims to help business owners stop worrying
about their books. Whether it's deciding which
business formation is best to setting up Quickbooks,
WEBS Tax Prep is here to assist with those needs.

JON MILLER, ARMY, MILITARY SPOUSE

MATTHEW IVEY, NAVY, MILITARY SPOUSE

MONIFA CAINES, AIR FORCE

OUTLAWS INC: Outlaws Inc. (www.vetsmakeit.com)
is an online matchmaker between veterans and
skilled-trade employers. They simultaneously fill the
unmet needs of a veteran cohort facing significant
reintegration challenges and skilled trade employers
struggling to find the right employees.

IVEY LEAGUE KIDS: Two carefully curated collections
of 48 learning cards of historically significant people,
landmarks, and creations. A unique educational tool
parents can use to encourage and expand their child's
geographic and cultural awareness.

QUEEN OF SPADES STYLE: We provide women with
thicker hair textures various bold and vibrant
accessory options that are follicle friendly and
complements their hair. Queen of Spades Style
designs hair accessories for women that are confident
being their authentic selves.

Jon Miller founded Outlaws Inc. in honor of the
platoon he served with. Now, Jon is leading the
company out of the pre-revenue stage to achieve its
first scaling objective.

Senior attorney; significant experience with Congress
and the Executive branch, emerging technologies,
international law, ethics, and sensitive investigations.

Clarice Williams has over 11 years of tax industry
experience and five of those years were with the
Internal Revenue Service as a small business tax
examiner.

Ebony Johnson currently serves as the founder and
CEO of Career Connector, an organization that
serves transitioning veterans and women to help
them successfully land careers.

Monifa Caines wants to assist other women in being
proud and celebrating whatever texture of hair grows
out of their heads.

WeWork & Bunker Labs are thrilled to be supporting these veteran and military family entrepreneurs as they work to take their ventures to the next level.

HARRISON FLOYD, MARINE CORPS, MILITARY
FAMILY MEMBER
BLACK HOUSE: Our agency is dedicated to elevating
the impact and awareness of causes movements.
Through effective public affairs and community
engagement, we help move ideas from initial vision
through strategic execution.
Harrison is an Advisory Board Member of the
American Freedom Fund, a member of the House
Committee at the University Club of Washington D.C.
and Managing Partner of Black House.

